Quality Diversity (QD) algorithms are a recent family of optimization algorithms that search for a large set of diverse but highperforming solutions. Interestingly, they can solve multiple tasks at once. For instance, they can find the joint positions required for a robotic arm to reach a set of points, which can also be solved by running a classic optimizer for each target point. However, they cannot solve multiple tasks when the fitness needs to be evaluated independently for each task (e.g., optimizing policies to grasp many different objects). In this paper, we propose an extension of the MAP-Elites algorithm, called Multi-task MAP-Elites, that solves multiple tasks when the fitness function depends on the task. We evaluate it on a simulated parametrized planar arm (10-dimensional search space; 5000 tasks) and on a 6-legged robot with legs of different lengths (36-dimensional search space; 2000 tasks). The results show that in both cases our algorithm outperforms the optimization of each task separately with the CMA-ES algorithm.
Introduction
Quality Diversity (QD) algorithms are a recent family of optimization algorithms that search for a large set of diverse but highperforming solutions [6, 25, 31] , instead of the global optimum, like in single-objective optimization, or the Pareto frontier, like in multi-objective optimization. For instance, when optimizing aerodynamic 3D shapes, a user might want to be presented with multiple low-drag solutions of diverse materials and curvatures, and then select the best one according to criteria that are not encoded in the fitness function, such as aesthetics [15] So far, QD algorithms have very promising results for at least robotics, engineering, and video games. For example, a QD algorithm was used to evolve repertoires diverse repretoires of gaits [4, 7, 11, 22] ; in computer-aided design, similar algorithms were used to propose shapes of high-speed bicycles with various curvatures and volume [15] ; in artificial intelligernce for games research, QD algorithms have been implemented to generate procedural content like game levels or spaceships [16] .
In essence, QD algorithms solve multiple tasks at once. For instance, a QD algorithm that evolves gaits to reach each point in the plane is actually solving the task "how to reach (x, y)?", for each value of x and y within their respective bounds: each of these tasks could be solved separately with a single-objective optimization and a fitness function that computes the distance between the achieved position and the target. The "magic" of QD algorithms is that they reuse solutions that might have been unfit for some tasks (e.g., we want to reach (x 1 , y 1 ) but we arrived at (x 2 , y 2 )) to solve another task (e.g., reaching (x 2 , y 2 )).
However, these algorithms require that the family of tasks has a very specific structure, namely that that both the features of the candidate solutions (i.e., the specification of the task) and the fitness values can be obtained from a single call to the fitness function. While this is the case for some tasks, like walking in different ways (we can measure the features of the gaits and the fitness during the simulation) or evolving shapes of different volumes (we can measure both the fitness and the volume from a generated candidate), there are many families of tasks for which a different fitness call is required to know the performance of a candidate for each task. For example, we might want to find a diverse set of policies or trajectories to address:
• Walking gaits that work for a family of damage conditions -the best gait with a missing front leg; the best gait with a shortened back leg; etc. In this case, we need to simulate the robot robot under each of these conditions separately in order to determine the performance for each task.
• Grasping many different objects, each of them with a different grasping policy. Here we also need to simulate the grasping of a each object to know how well particular a set of parameters will perform.
• Successfully completing all the levels of a video game, which requires playing each level in order to determine how well a given policy performs on a given level.
Current QD algorithms cannot solve this kind of multi-task challenge without evaluating the fitness function on all the tasks, which requires a prohibitively large number of evaluations when the number of tasks is large (e.g., more than a few dozen).
In this paper, we propose an extension of the MAP-Elites algorithm [25] that solves numerous tasks simultaneously (more than a few thousands) when the fitness function requires to be evaluated for each task. The key intuition in our approach is that a high-performing solution for a task is likely to be good starting point to solve another task of the same family. This means that solving all the tasks together, like in QD algorithms, should be faster than solving each of them independently. This similarity between solutions for different tasks (or niches) was studied in previous work in QD [34] , which led to the conclusion that high-performing solutions occupy a specific hypervolume of the genotype space in spite of being evenly spread in the diversity space. Stated differently, the high-performing solutions that QD algorithms find are different -by design -but are similar in the genotypic space. We hypothetize that a similar effect happens when solving many tasks simultaneously.
Related Work

Quality diversity algorithms
Quality diversity algorithms are descendant of Novelty Search [23] , behavioral diversity maintaintance [26, 27, 28] and niching methods like fitness sharing [32] . Like Novelty Search and behavioral diversity, they define diversity in the "behavioral space" (or "feature space"), which is defined by descriptors of the features of each candidate solution observed during the evaluation of the fitness [23, 26, 27, 28] . For instance, two robots might reach the same point but with a different trajectory: if the objective is to reach a specific point, these two robots would have the same fitness but different behavioral descriptors.
QD algorithms fall into two categories [6] : population-based algorithms and archive-based algorithms. Both kinds are using an archive to store previously encountered solutions. In population-based algorithms, the archive is used to steer a population towards new parts of the search space. For example, in Novelty Search with Local Competition [24] , a multi-objective optimization algorithm (NSGA-II) ranks individuals according to two objectives: their fitness relative to their behavioral neighbor in the archive and the mean distance to individuals already in the archive. By contrast, in archive-based algorithms, the archive is the population: new individuals are created by selecting parents from the archive and applying the variation operators (mutation and cross-over).
MAP-Elites [25] is the most used archive-based algorithm because it is conceptually simple and leads to good results [4, 7, 11, 14, 16, 22] . MAP-Elites divides the feature space into niches (or bins) according to a regular grid [25] or a centroidal Voronoi tesselation [35] . This grid corresponds to the archive, which is also called a "map". Each niche only holds the highestperforming individual found so far for this bin, which is called the "elite". To create new candidate solutions, parents are selected uniformly among the elites, classic genetic operators are applied, and both the fitness and the features of the offspring are evaluated. The offspring then compete with the current elite of the niche that corresponds to its behavior features: if the niche is empty then the offspring is assigned as the elite of that niche; if the niche is already occupied, then the fitness of the current elite and that of the new candidate are compared, and the best is kept.
A recent study revealed that the elites often occupy a particular part of the genotype space, called the "elite hypervolume" [34] . Intuitively, this observation means that elites have things in common or that they use similar "recipes", so that they are well spread in the feature space but concentrated in the genotypic space. Species in nature follow a similar pattern as they occupy different ecological niche but share a large part of their genome. For example, fruit flies and humans share 60% of their genome [1] while being vastly different animals. When evolving a vector of parameters, this hypervolume can be leveraged by using a variation operator inspired by the cross-over: if two parents are selected from the elite hypervolume, individuals on the line that connects the two parents are likely to be in the hypervolume too, that is, to also being being elites (e.g., if the hypervolume is spherical, then any point on the segment that links two random points is also in the sphere). Given two random elites x
where σ 1 and σ 2 are hyperparameters that define the relative strength of the isometric and directional mutations, respectively.
Multitask optimization and learning
To our knowledge, no work in evolutionary computation considers solving thousands of tasks simultaneously. Recent work on "Evolutionary Multitasking" [8, 17, 20] do attempt to optimize for a few (typically 2) tasks simultaneously using an evolutionary algorithm. In the most popular algorithm of this family, each individual of the population is assigned a task depending on a "skill factor" that is initially chosen randomly, then transmitted to the offspring by randomly assigning the skill factor of one of the parents during cross-over. The tasks are typically weakly related (e.g. Rastringin and Ackley function) and no explicit information from the distance between the task is exploited.
Multi-task Bayesian optimization focuses on solving multiple correlated tasks when the fitness function is expensive [30] , for instance when tuning a machine learning algorithms to several datasets or to tune a policy for a robot that depends on the context [13] , like a walking controller that depends on the slope. The general idea of Bayesian optimization [3] is to use the previous fitness evaluations to predict the location of the most promising candidate solution, evaluate it, update the predictor, and repeat. Gaussian processes are usually used to make predictions because they are good at interpolation and they can estimate the uncertainty of the prediction, which is useful in driving exploration.
In multi-task Bayesian optimization, the Gaussian process takes the task coordinates as input, in addition to the candidate solution, which allows the algorithm to predict the performance of every candidate solution on every task, and therefore to choose the most appropriate candidate to evaluate. Overall, multi-task Bayesian optimization solves the same problem as Multi-task MAP-Elites. However, it is tailored to situations in which the fitness function can be called only a few thousands times because the cost to query the Gaussian process is cubic with the number of fitness evaluations. Hence, this algorithm works well only for low-dimensional search spaces (up to six in most papers) and low-dimensional task spaces (up to 5 in [30] ). By contrast, the present work considers tasks that are up to 12 dimensions and candidate solutions that are up to 36-dimensional, but using up to 1 million fitness evaluations.
Lastly, a few algorithms have been proposed in deep reinforcement learning for multi-task learning. In this field, the goal is to learn a single, task-conditionned policy that maximizes the expected return for all the tasks. The general assumption is that a large part of a policy can be re-used accross the tasks (e.g., the visual processing part), and therefore it should be beneficial to learn all the tasks simulteaneously. A recent benchmark paper proposed a set of 50 robotic tasks and extended deep reinforcement learning algorithms to multi-task learning (e.g., PPO, TRPO, SAC). The authors report that the best algorithm only solves 36% of the 50 tasks. Compared to Multi-task MAP-Elites, these algorithms solve fewer but more complex tasks and do not know the correlation between the tasks in advance.
Multi-task MAP-Elites
Problem Formulation
Current QD algorithms assume that the fitness function f (θ) returns both the fitness value f x and a feature vector (or behavioral
By contrast, we are considering a fitness function that is parameterized by the task descriptor,τ and returns the fitness value:
The task descriptor might describe, for example, the morphology of a robot or the features of a game level.
In addition, we assume that we have access to a meaningful similarity function between tasks, denoted d(τ 1 , τ 2 ).
The overall objective is to find, for each task τ , the genome θ * τ with the best fitness:
Contrary to previous work, we consider domains with many tasks, typically a few thousands.
Algorithm
The Multi-task MAP-Elites algorithm is based on the main principles of MAP-Elites [25, 35] :
1. the diversity space is divided into a large number niches (or cells) that are organized spatially in an archive (also called "map");
2. each niche contains the best known solution (the elite) for the corresponding combination of features;
3. to generate a new candidate solution, two random elites are selected from the archive and the traditional cross-over and mutation operators are used.
In Multi-task MAP-Elites, each niche corresponds to a task. The main difference with MAP-Elites is how the niche is determined: in MAP-Elites, this comes for free during the evaluation of the fitness (b x , section 3.1), but in Multi-task MAP-Elites, we need to decide on which task (τ ) to evaluate the fitness function.
Intuitively, we want to select a task for which the newly generated candidate has a chance of being fitter than the existing elite. Our main hypothesis is that two tasks that are close in terms of task distance are likely to also have close solutions; we therefore can choose a task that is close to the niche of one of the parents used to generate the new candidate solution. Choosing a task in the immediate neighborhood of a parent would lead to very limited exploration and was not successful in our preliminary experiments. Instead, we need a bias for close tasks while keeping some randomness in the choice to encourage exploration.
Taking inspiration from selection in evolutionary algorithms, we use a tournament: we randomly pick s tasks (including tasks for which no elite currently exists), and them from among these, we choose the task closest (according to the task distance) to the task of the first parent. This bias is strong when the tournament is large, because we are more likely to pick a task that is close to this parent, and weak when the tournament is small, since we are likely to not pick any close task. In the extreme cases, a tournament of the size of the number of tasks correspond to always taking the task closest to that of the first parent, while a tournament of size 1 corresponds to no bias for proximity at all (uniform random choice of the task).
The size of the tournament is therefore critical for the performance of the algorithm. This could be a hyper-parameter, but it is likely to depend on the domain and to require extensive experimentation. Instead, we use a parameter control technique [12, 21] , wherein we attempt to identify the best tournament size "on the fly" using the data generated since the start of the algorithm. Our measure of success is the number of niches "invaded" during a batch of evaluations (e.g., during the last 64 evaluations), that is, how often the newly generated candidate is better than the existing elite for the selected task. For a given tournament, we denote by r (g) the number of successes for a batch of size B (e.g., 64 successive evaluations) at generation g (each generation is a batch), and by A τj the current elite for the task τ j that was selected for the j-th candidate of the batch:
Where:
Algorithm 1 Multitask MAP-Elites 1:
[Parameters] 2: T : vector of tasks 3: f (·): fitness function 4: d(·, ·): task distance function 5: [Hyperparameters] 6: K: number of random individuals for initialization (e.g., 100) 7: E: total number of evaluations (e.g., 10 5 ) 8: B: batch size (e.g., 64) 9: S: (vector) possible tournament sizes (e.g., [1, 5, 10 , 100]) 10: [1. Random initialization] 11: for i ← 0, K do 12:
x ← random individual() 13: τ ← random task(T) 14: x.f it ← f (x, τ )
Evaluate fitness on task τ 15: See eq. 7, j ∈ 0, · · · , len(S) 45: end while Among the parameter control approaches [21] , multi-armed bandits are both straightforward to implement and well founded theoretically. In evolutionary computation, they have, for instance, been successfully used to select the genetic operators [9] . The general idea of multi-armed bandits is to consider each choice (here, each tournament size) as a slot machine with an unknown probability of reward. The objective of the bandit algorithm is to efficiently balance exploitation -choosing a tournament size that we know can give a good reward -and exploration -choosing a size that was so far not tried very often. It should be noted that the choices in bandit algorithms are not ordered, that is, we ignore the fact that a size of 10, for example, is likely to lead to a reward similar to a size of 11. An ordered version of the bandit algorithms would be Bayesian optimization [33] , but this would be a much more complex algorithm that requires many design choices and much more computation.
One of the simplest and most effective bandit algorithms is UCB1 [2] , which achieves the optimal regret up to a multiplicative constant. Given a set of choices organized in a vector S of size k (for instance S = [1, 10, 100, 1000]), let us denote by n i the number of times that S i has been selected so far. The tournament size S g at generation g is given by:
whereμ i = j=0,···,g r (g) i ni is the mean reward (i.e., success) of choice i since the start of the algorithm. When a choice is taken often, n i increases and 2 ln g ni decreases, which makes it less likely for S i to be chosen again. At the same time, we tend to choose the tournament size that has a good mean reward (i.e., success) so far (a high value forμ i ).
Algorithm 1 shows the detailed pseudo-code for Multi-task Map-Elites. It mainly follows the MAP-Elites algorithm with the following exceptions:
• a tournament is used for the niche selection (line 31);
• tournament size is adjusted using UCB1 (line 42).
While Algorithm 1 is not parallized, it is easy to parallelize it by generating and evaluating all the candidate solutions of a batch (lines [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] in parallel, then attempt to add them to the archive one by one (line 36). This strategy prevents concurency problems when adding elements and counting successes (for the bandit). Our implementation is in python and uses this strategy to parallelize the fitness evaluations.
The source code is available online at: [URL hidden for review].
Kinematic arm with variable morphology 4.1 Methods
We first evaluate Multi-task Map-Elites with a planar kinematic arm inspired by previous work [6, 7, 34] (Fig. 1-A) :
• The objective of the task is to find the angle of each joint (α 1 , · · · , α d ) so that the tip of the arm (the end-effector) is as close as possible to a predefined target in the plane.
• The dimensionality d of the problem is defined as the number of joints (which is equal to the number of links).
• By contrast with previous work, we parameterize the arm by the length of the links, denoted L (all the links have the same length), and the maximum angle for each joint, α max (all joints have the same limits).
A task τ is defined by a particular combination of L and α max (the task definition is therefore 2-dimensional), and a candidate solution is defined by a vector α = α 1 , · · · , α d (d-dimensional), where increasing d increases the task complexity. The joint limits α max and the lengths are normalized by the dimensions d so that the robot has the same total length (1 meter) and reaching abilities regardless of the dimensionality:
The fitness function f (α, [L, α max ]) is the Euclidean distance from the tip position p d to the target position T . In these experiments, we arbitrarily set the target to (1, 1) . The kinematics of the arm can be computed iteratively as follows:
Using these notations, the fitness function for a candidate α is the distance between the end of the last link and the target:
where α is the candidate solution, d is the dimensionality of the domain and T the target.
With an evaluation budget of 1 million, we compare Multi-Task MAP-Elites to:
• Vanilla MAP-Elites (all tasks): each candidate solution is evaluated on each task and therefore competes in all the niches (each batch therefore requires B × card(T ) calls to the fitness function, that is, the size of the batch times the number of tasks).
• Vanilla MAP-Elites (random task): each candidate solution is evaluated on a random task and competes only for that task (in this case, the number of evaluations for a batch is equal to the size of the batch).
• CMA-ES [18] : an independent instance of CMA-ES is run for each task (all the CMA-ES instances are running in parallel).
• Random sampling: each candidate solution is generated randomly (no cross-over or mutation) and tested on a random task; the best solution is kept as the elite for each task.
We defined 5000 tasks that are spread evenly using a centroidal Voronoi tesselations [35] (they could also have been spread randomly or on a grid). MAP-Elites uses the line mutation operator introduced in [34] (section 2.1, equation 1). Each batch corresponds to 64 evaluations (B = 64). We run 30 replicates for each approach to get statistics. 
Results
The results ( Fig. 1) show that Multi-Task MAP-Elites outperforms all the baselines. Looking at the generated maps ( Fig. 1-A) , we observe that CMA-ES leads to some "noise" (( Fig. 1-A , middle map -see especially on the top right of the map), which is caused by the poor performance of some runs (since each run is independent, there is no knowledge transfer at all between all the tasks) and also, probably, by the fact that with a population of 10 (the default for CMA-ES in 10 dimensions) and 5000 tasks, only 20 generations can be run with the evaluation budget (therefore many runs might not have had a chance to converge). The map generated when we evaluate each solution on the 5000 tasks ( Fig. 1-A, bottom) is smoother, but the quality of the solution is much lower than in Multi-task MAP-Elites. This can be explained by the fact that only a few generations can be completed with 1 million evaluations: only 3 batches (192 solutions, since 64 × 5000 = 320, 000) have been evaluated within the budget.
Contrary to classic MAP-Elites experiments, all the niches in the experiments conducted here were reachable by any candidate solution. As a result, all the approaches tested here were able to quickly fill all the niches, making map-coverage a moot point for comparison. We therefore focus our analysis on the mean fitness over the map (Fig. 1-B ). Both random sampling and evaluation on all the tasks lead to low-performing fitness values. MAP-Elites on random tasks performs as well as CMA-ES, which might be surprising at first since CMA-ES is one of the best known algorithm for continuous optimization. However, this good performance can be explained by the fact that even when MAP-Elites selects the task randomly, it creates new candidate solutions from the elites of the map: if the best solutions of all the niches share some genes (they use "the same recipe"), then they occupy the same "elite hypervolume" [34] and the line mutation operator can leverage a good solution from one task to solve another one. Nevertheless, Multi-task MAP-Elites quickly outperforms (in a few hundreds of evaluations) both CMA-ES and MAP-Elites.
In order to investigate the influence of the bandit algorithm, we also ran Multi-task MAP-Elites with a fixed tournament size, using values ranging from 1 (equivalent to selecting a random task) to 5000 (equivalent to selecting the closest task). The results ( Fig.1-G) show that, a tournament that is too small (less than 50) does not allow the algorithm to reach the best mean fitness values. Conversely, a large tournament (more than 1000) slows down the algorithm significantly, but it does not prevent it from reaching the best fitness values. The bandit algorithm finds the best tradeoff as it is as good as the best tournament value.
Six-legged Locomotion
Methods
To evaluate Multi-task Map-Elites in a more challenging scenario, we use a simulated 6-legged robot [4, 7] that is required to walk forward as fast as possible. The morphology of the 6legged robot is parametrized by 12 values that correspond to a length change for each of the 12 main segments (2 segments for each leg, see Fig. 2-A) . Each set of lengths defines a task since a specific gait is likely to be needed for a specific morphology, however, a given gait might work or be a good starting point for several morphologies.
Finding optimal gaits for many variants of the same morphology could be useful in future work for damage recovery. In particular, it was previously shown that a repertoire of diverse gaits generated for the same morphology can be combined with Bayesian optimization to allow a 6-legged robot to recover from damage in a few minutes [7, 29] . Put differently, damage conditions were not explicitly anticipated but the diversity of gaits was enough to find compensatory gaits. By contrast, the repertoire generated with Multi-task MAP-Elites explicitly anticipates damage conditions (here, different lengths for the leg segments) -which could help for recovery. Nevertheless, the same Bayesian optimization as in previous work [7, 29] can be applied to this problem as well.
Incidentally, searching for optimal gaits for a large set of morphlogies is an original approach to co-evolve gaits and morphology, which is a classic line of research in evolutionary robotics [10] . Thus, by looking at the highest-performing gaits in a map, we find the highest-performing morphology/gait pair.
The gaits being used here are generated by the same the 36dimensional controller used in previous work [4, 7, 29] . In a few words, the robot has 18 joints (3 per leg). 12 joint are explicitely controlled (2 per leg) and the control signal for the last joint always being equal to the opposite of that for the second joint (so that the last segment stays mostly vertical). The trajectory of each joint is a periodic signal (a smoothed square wave) that is parameterized by a phase shift, an amplitude, and an offset. There are therefore 3 parameters for each of the 12 controlled joints.
The robot is simulated in Pybullet [5] . In these simulations, the robot is initially located at the origin, (0, 0), and is supposed to move along the x-axis.
The fitness function f (θ, τ ) is distance covered along the xaxis until one of the following conditions is met (the robot moves along the x axis and is originally in (0, 0)):
• the simulation lasts more than 3 simulated seconds;
• the absolute value of the pitch or roll of the body exceeds π 8 (indicating that the body is not horizontal enough);
• the absolute value of the y position is above 0.5 (indicating that the robot has turned too much).
In these experiments, we generate 2000 random morphologies, that is, 2000 tasks. The distance between tasks is the Euclidean distance between the 12 parameters. As in the previous experiments with the kinematic arm, we use 1,000,000 evaluations and a batch size of 64. Besides the number of tasks and the dimensionality, all the parameters are the same as in the previous experiments. We replicate each experiment 20 times to gather statistics.
We use the same baseline as before (section 4.1): running 2000 instances of CMA-ES in parallel (one for each task), using MAP-Elites with random task assignment, and using MAP-Elites with an evaluation of each offspring on all the tasks.
Results
As with the kinematic arm experiments, the results show that Multi-task MAP-Elites outperforms the baselines (Fig. 2) . MAP-Elites with random task assignment is competitive with Multitask MAP-Elites, which confirms that MAP-Elites can leverage the elite hypervolume for multi-task optimization. Surprisingly, CMA-ES is outperformed by all the other approaches -even MAP-Elites with evaluation on all the tasks. The most likely causes for this low performance are (1) with 2000 tasks and a default population of 14 (the population size computed by CMA-ES for 36 dimensions), only 500 evaluations are used for each instance, whereas benchmarks for black-box optimization are usually using more than 10 6 evaluations for a single optimization [19] ); and (2) the 6-legged locomotion task is much harder for CMA-ES than the kinematic arm because the gradient is less smooth and requires a more global optimization.
To better understand the performance of CMA-ES in our case, we ran 20 replicates of vanilla CMA-ES for 100,000 evaluations on a single task (randomly chosen). The results show that CMA-ES can find high-performing solutions, but there is a large variance between the runs, as only 4 replicates out of 20 found a fitness above 0.7 (the median mean value found by Multi-task MAP-Elites in 1 million evaluations). In addition, most replicates stop improving after about 10, 000 evaluations, which indicates a premature convergence. Overall, these results show that Multi-task MAP-Elites benefits from solving all the tasks simultaneously, both to avoid premature convergence and to find highperforming solutions faster. It should be noted that more recent versions of CMA-ES (e.g., Bipop CMA-ES) could perform better, but it is unlikely that they can find high-performing gaits in only 500 evaluations.
We analyzed the genomes of a typical map generated by Multitask MAP-Elites with 1 million evaluation ( Fig. 3-A) . The plots show that the value of each parameters tend to be in a specific range, often around the parameters that correspond to the best fitness. For instance, in this map, there is no elite with a value around 0 for the first parameter, and most of the elites have a value between 0.6 and 1.0. This shows that the elites follow common patterns (at least in terms of ranges for each parameter), which explains why MAP-Elites and Multi-task MAP-Elites are effective: they can leverage these patterns to generate new individuals.
Lastly, we also checked that the tasks were different enough so that the best gait needs to be different for each task. To do so, we evaluated the fitness of the top 5% elites (i.e., top-10 elites) on all the tasks and we compared the obtained fitness with that for the elite found by Multi-task MAP-Elites for each task. A negative value means that the elite found by Multi-task MAP-Elites for this task is better than the top-5% elite, indicating that a simple copy of the elite to all the task would be ineffective. On the other hand, a positive value means that the top elite performs better than the elite found for that task. The results ( Fig. 3-B) show that the fitness difference for these elites all lie at about -0.4, indicating that the best elites do not perform well on the other tasks. A corollary is that the best fitness values of the map are likely to correspond to better morphology (e.g., symmetric morphologies), and not to a better optimization of the gait. Our preliminary analysis tends to show that the best morphology corresponds to large middle legs, and short front and back legs.
Conclusion
This paper shows that there is a strong connection between quality diversity algorithms and multi-task optimization, especially when a few thousands tasks are considered. MAP-Elites with random task assignment is a straightforward algorithm and performs surprisingly well in the two domains that we considered: it is similar to CMA-ES (a much more complex algorithm) in the 10-dimensional arm / 5000 case and much better than CMA-ES in the hexapod case. Our interpretation is that MAP-Elites with the line mutation operator effectively exploits the elite hypervolume to fill niches with high-performing solutions. Put differently, when the tasks are assigned randomly, MAP-Elites exploits the similarity between the tasks implicitly.
Nevertheless, the bias introduced by Multi-task MAP-Elites improves the results substantially and does not add any hyperparameter, thanks to the bandit algorithm. A natural follow-up will be to investigate whether maps generated by varying the morphology of robots (i.e., what is done here) are better for damage recovery than maps generated by encouraging different behaviors with the same morphology (i.e., what has been done so far, for example in [7] ).
The main drawback of Multi-task MAP-Elites is that it assumes that we have access to a distance function between tasks. In complex cases, for instance, game levels, this distance might not be available, which prevents a direct use of Multi-task MAP-Elites. In these cases, using MAP-Elites with random task assignment is a viable option. Nevertheless, future work should investigate how to discover or learn this distance function during evolution.
Overall, future work should further explore the connections between QD algorithms and multi-task optimization, both to import novel ideas to QD algorithms and to propose new algorithms for the multi-task optimization and learning communities.
Source code
Our implementation and the experimental setups are available online at [URL hidden for review]. Fig. 3. (A) Genomes of a typical map after 1 million evaluations. Each column is a parameter of the genome; the vertical coordinate corresponds to the parameter value, and the color to the fitness value. (B) Fitness of the top 5% of elites on all the tasks compared to the fitness of the elite for the task (¡ 0 indicates that the elite in the map performs better than the top-5%; ¿ 0 indicates that the top-5% elite performs better than the current elite in the map).
